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The Cinema Of The Dardenne Brothers

Responsible Realism

The brothers Jean-Pierre and Luc Dardenne have established an
international reputation for their emotionally powerful realist cinema. Inspired by their home turf of Liège-Seraing, a former industrial ... 

*The Cinema of the Dardenne Brothers: Responsible Realism*

The Dardenne brothers — Luc Dardenne and Jean ... and their style has had a significant impact on cinema. Here are their best movies, ranked. *Je pense à vous* (or I'm Thinking of You) was ... 

*Best Dardenne Brothers Movies, Ranked*

I bought my ticket at the box office outside, descended on an escalator, and entered into the subterranean theater that is Lincoln Plaza Cinemas one last time. The theater between 62nd and 63rd ...
As Lincoln Plaza Cinemas Closes, Remembering Its Charm and History

Francophone Belgian Cinema offers an original critical analysis of filmmaking ... SOCIAL PRECARIOUSNESS AND DEPICTIONS OF SERAING IN LE GAMIN AU VÉLO (JEAN-PIERRE AND LUC DARDENNE, 2011) AND DEUX ...

Francophone Belgian Cinema Triangle of Sadness continues Ruben Östlund's filmography, with some of the most vicious satires of neo-liberal values and egos in movie history.

Ruben Östlund: How the Director Annihilates Bourgeois Values With Satire

New York Film Festival Director and
Selection Committee Chair, Kent Jones said: “Sometimes the sheer breadth of cinema amazes me. In this year’s lineup, we have great big films alongside films made on ... 

My SPW NewsPage View
Girgus relates Laura Mulvey’s theory of “delayed cinema” to ideas on time and the relationship to the other in the writings of Jean-Luc Nancy, Emmanuel Levinas and Julia Kristeva, among others. The ... 

Time, Existential Presence and the Cinematic Image
She makes films that are defined by their acute observation of real lives rather than informed by a movie buff’s love affair with cinema ... by Ken Loach, the Dardenne brothers and Mike Leigh.
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*EIFF 2009 - Fish Tank*
This demonstrates how Barker loves to talk about cinema as much as he enjoys watching ... Jean-Pierre and Luc Dardenne, Mario Van Peebles, John Boorman, Francis Ford Coppola, Allison Anders ...

*Sony Pictures Classics exec discusses life in the indies*
Among her many accomplishments, Stewart is the author of the book “Migrating to the Movies: Cinema and Black Urban Modernity,” hosts “Silent Sunday Nights” on Turner Classic Movies and is ...

*Jacqueline Stewart to lead Academy Museum of Motion Pictures*
"All of us agree that the unique thing with cinema is that we're watching
together ... a special award for the 75th Cannes to Belgian directors Jean-Pierre and Luc Dardenne, two-time Palme-winners and ... 

*My SHOOT News Page View*

Bénédicte Linard, the Wallonia-Brussels Federation’s Minister of Culture and the Media, has announced her decision to allocate an additional €1 million to reinforce the means of the Cinema Commission, ...

*Industry Report: Produce - Co-Produce...*

The Sparring Partner will be in the young cinema competition (Chinese language ... including Jean-Pierre & Luc Dardenne’s Tori And Lokita, which will be HKIFF’s closing film.

*‘Where The Wind Blows’, ‘Warriors*
Of Future’ to open Hong Kong film festival

The Hong Kong International Film Festival (HKIFF) returns with its biggest in-person event since 2019, after being pushed back from March due to pandemic-related cinema closures. The 46th edition ...